C6613  CON CHIM VAN KHUYEN  (NORTH VIETNAM, 1962)
(Other titles: The fledgling; Lo scricciolo; Il rigogolo; Le serin; The titmouse;
The wren; Der Zaunkönig)

Credits: directors, Nguyen Van Thong, Tran Vu ; writer/story, Nguyen Van Thong.
Cast: Tu Buu, To Uyen, Thuy Vinh, Ngoc Lan.
Summary: War film set in Vietnam in the 1950s. Nga and her father live in a fishing
village. The father also transports Viet Minh cadres across the river at night.
Nga sometimes does the job in her father’s place. The French arrest and
torture Nga’s father and prepare an ambush for the Viet Minh. Nga warns
the Viet Minh of the ambush, but is shot by the French. As she dies, she
releases her pet bird.
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